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The theory of &W-3 rings originated with Thrall [16] as a generalization 
of qu~i-Frobenius algebras and has been rapidly developed in the last five 
years by a number of authors. The analogues to Morita equivalence which 
were first announced by a an 
of ~a~ematical Society, in 1 
[7, 81, Tachika~a [13, 143 and Kato 
This paper gives a background for the theory of QF-3 ri in this direction 
as well as for recent results due to Fuller [I, 21, Roux [l 
Onodera [lo]. 
Let zt be a ring and RA the cat~go~ of ail left ~-modules. Let aU be any 
moduIe, S = end its eRdomorphism ring and sU*, =: &om& U, &!), 
its dual. Let 
W = shom(,U, ): R 
N* = ~horn(~U~, ): 
be two covariant functors. Then we obtain in Section 1 na~ra~ transforma- 
tions (Pu: I,& -+ N*N and ‘yo: tS& -+ HH* 
u. 
V ‘R v -+ H”H(, V) for RVE 
up: ,Y + ~~~~(~Y) for SYE 
The key to the present work is the notion of U-distinguished modules. 
In Section 2 we shall call a module RV U-distinguished if, for each nonzero 
map A: RX+ RV there exists a map g: RU -+ RX such that g/z: R U -+ RV 
is nanzero. 
Let ~(~~~} (resp. (RV)) denote the full subcat~o~ of consisting 
ished (resp. V-torsionless) modules. Then Theorem 1 
exists an injective U-distinguished mo ule RV such that 
%I f4 = J% v>. 
It turns out that such a module AV pIays a vital role in this work. 
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Now, let 9&W) denote the full subcategory of R~ consisting of alI 
modules having W-dominant dimension 22 (cf. Morita [8] and Tachikawa 
[15]). Then our main Theorem 2 states the following: 
(1) If RV is U-distinguished, then the functors H and H* induce an 
equivalence 
=eJ%R 9 - ~(H(~(R v>>* 
(2) Let aV be an injective module such that .9&U) == A&V), 
Then .J+‘f ZtRt;/) (resp. ,X F 9(H(,V))) if and only if Gp,u (resp. !PxU) 
is an isomorphism. 
In Section 3, the behavior of injective hulls under the action of the 
functors Ii and H* is discussed. We show in Theorem 3 that, if RV is 
U-distinguished and sY G n H(E(,V)), then 
fW(, V) = EWR W 
H*(E(,Y)) =: E(H*(,Y}). 
Examples and applications are exhibited in the final Section 4. Let RU 
be a finitely generated projective moduIe and (U, j L e 3) a complete set of 
(nonisomorphic or not) simple epimorphic images of RU. Then 
and fWW,,~ UC>) is an injective cogenerator of &. 
These results shed light on recent works due to Fuller [l, 21, Roux [ll], 
Rutter [x2] and Onodera [lo]. 
Somewhat antipodal to Theorem 1 is the final Theorem 5 which states 
that, if R is right perfect, then each injective module RV gives rise to an 
idempotent 4 of R such that 
This generalizes a theorem of Tachikawa [13] as well as an example 
given by Kato [4]. 
Throughout this paper, rings R will have identity and modules will be 
unital. ,I’ will signify the fact that 17 is a left R-module and E(R V) its 
injective hull. We shall adopt the notational convention of writing module- 
homomorphisms on the side opposite the scalars. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Unless otherwise stated, throughout this paper, aU will denote a left 
R-module, S will denote the endomorphism ring of RU 
S = end(,U), 
a*, will denote the dual of RU 
JJ*, = &m(& 2%~ , 
and H, H* will denote two covariant functors 
H = shom(,U, ): aA + +4?, 
H* = ,hom(,U*, ): +L! -+ aA. 
There then exists a natural transformation P: 1,~ --+ H*H 
Qvu: R V + H*H(, V) = .hom(, U*, shom(, U, R V)) 
defined via 
eww> = WV for uERUS, gESIPR, vE,V. 
On the other hand, for u E R Us and g E s U*, define a map s,,,: R U -+ R U 
via 
xsc7.u = (x& for xERUs 
and we obtain a natural transformation !P: ls~ -+ HH* 
!Pr”: ,Y + HH*(,Y) = shom(,U, .hom(,U*, sY)) 
defined via 
&(YYY”N = %,UY for gE,U*, , uERUs, yEsY. 
LEMMA 1. 
YUH = HP, 
@u’H* = H*‘JJU. 
The following lemma seems to be full of interest by itself (cf. Onodera [9] 
and Kato [5]). 
LEMMA 2. (1) If Qvu is a monomorphism, then H*H(,V) is a rational 
extension of Im CD/. 
(2) If Y’,” is a monomorphism, then HH*(,Y) is a rational extension 
of Im Yr”. 
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Proof. (1) We first observe 
In fact, since 
sh,ug = h(“i?) for kESU*, , 
we obtain for x E sUS 
We are now ready to show (1). Let 0 # y E H*H(,V) and $ E H*H(,V). 
Then there exist u E RUS and g E SU*R such that u(gy) # 0. Thus 
It follows from this relation that HH*(,Y) is a rational extension of Im Yr”. 
2. U-DISTINGUISHED MODULES 
Let aU and eY be modules. We shall call RV U-distinguished if, for each 
nonzero map h: RX + RV there exists a map g: e7J -+ sX such that 
gh: RU -+ R V is nonzero. 
We shall denote by %,RU) (resp. by I) the full subcategory of &Z 
consisting of all U-distinguished (resp. V-torsionless) modules. 
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THEOREM 1. J&U) is closed under taking submodules, extensions, direct 
products, and injective hulls. There thus exists an injective module RV such that 
Proof. The first part follows from a routine varification. Now, let 
(U, 1 L E Y} be a complete set of nonisomorphic U-distinguished epimorphic 
images of s U. Then R V = E(@,,, U,) is an injective U-distinguished 
module which cogenerates each U-distinguished module. 
LEMMA 3. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) @VU is a monomorphism. 
(2) If 0 # v E RV, there exist u E R US andg E sU*, such that (ug)v # 0. 
(3) R V is U-distinguished. 
Proof. (1) o (2) follows at once from the definition of Gr,u. 
(2) 3 (3). Suppose h: ,X--+ RV is a nonzero map. Then there is x1 E aX 
with 0 # x,h E RV. By hypothesis there then exist a pair ur E sUs and 
g, E s U*, such that (u,g,)(x,h) # 0. Now define a map g: RU + RX via 
ug = @%5>% for ue,U. 
Then gh # 0 since 
UAgh) = (w)h = @,&,)h = (w&Q) z 0. 
(3) 3 (2) follows by replacing RX by RR. 
LEMMA 4. Let R W be a direct product of copies of E(RV). Then R V is 
U-distinguished if and only if Qwu is an isomorphism. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 , RV is U-distinguished if and only 
if Gwu is a monomorphism. But, since s W is injective, Qw” is a monomor- 
phism if and only if it is an isomorphism by Lemma 2. 
For a module a W, we shall denote by Z(RW) the full subcategory of 
sA’ consisting of all modules having W-dominant dimension 32 in the 
sense of Morita [g] and Tachikawa [15]. 
THEOREM 2. (1) If RV is U-distinguished, then H and H* induce an 
equivalence 
(2) Let nV be an injective module such that &U) = A@(~ V). Then 
RW E 5QV) (resp. .X E 9(H(RV))) if and only if Qwo (resp. Y,u) is an 
isomorphism. 
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Proctt (I) Since the functors H and W* are left exact and preserve 
direct products, and since 
by Lemma 4, we have 
Now, let sW be a direct product of copies of E(RV) and .Y = ~(~~). 
From Lemma I it then follows that Yryu is an isomorphism, for rP,u is an 
isomorphism by Lemma 4. It thus follows from an exact commutative 
diagram 
O------+~X------- Yl--- Y* 
1 YX 
u 
ii 
St 
ii 
u 
% 
0 -----+ HH*(sX) - HH*( YJ --3 HH”( YsJ, 
where Yz = H( W$), Wi a direct product of copies of E(RV), i = 1,2, that 
YrJ is a natural equivalence on ~(H(~(~V))) 
Yxu: ,X M HH*(,X) for sX E ,E”(H(E(, V))). 
After this manner, one verifies that diu is also a natural equivalence on 
2($&V)) by virtue of Lemma 4. We have thus established an equivalence 
=v% VI) - =ww% w- 
(2) The necessity has been just shown above. Conversely, suppose 
Qiwu is an isomorphism. By Lemma 3 we then obtain an exact sequence 
O+RW-+ r-I RV +-x-o, 
which leads to an exact commutative diagram 
0 ---+ H*H( ‘q W) - H*H(n RV) ---+ H”H(RX). 
It follows that Qixu is a monomorphism, or equivalently, RX C n RV. 
Thus R W E .S?(RV). Finally, suppose Yru is an isomorphism. If we put 
R W = H*(,X), then @p,U is an isomorphism by Lemma 1. Thus, by the argu- 
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ment just above we conclude that RW~ 9(, V), and so, ,X FZ HH*(,X) = 
f&Wit/T) E =T%V)) by (1). 
Remark. In the situation of Theorem 2, (I), H(E(,V)) = E(H(,I’)) by 
Theorem 3 in the next Section 3. 
3. INJECTIVE Hutts 
LEMMA 5. Let dsvu, y.‘yv be m5n~rn5rphis~. 
(I) Tf RV is essential in R W, so is H(RV) in N(R W). 
(2) If ,Y is essential in ,X, so is H*(,Y) in H*(,X). 
Proof. (1) Let 0 # 93 E H(RW) = shom(RU, RW). Then there is u E RUs 
with 0 # ug, E R V, for R V is essential in R W. Since citiVU is a monomorphism, 
there then exist x E RUs and g E sU*R such that (xg)(z+) f 0. Now, from 
the following relation 
it follows that 
and so, H(R V) is essential in E&W). 
(2) follows from the following relation 
THEOREM 3. Let RV be U-distinguished and ,Y G n H(E(,V)). 
(1) fW%V’)) = -W&V’))- 
(2) H*b’%Y)) = &H*(sYD 
PFOO$ (I) Since lij(R V) is essential in H(&. V)) by Lemma 5, it s&ices 
to show that H(l& V)) is injective, or equivalently, H(E(, V)) has no proper 
essential extension. Suppose H(E(,V)) is essential in sX. Then so is 
H*H(E(,V)) in H*(,X) by Lemma 5. But, since H*H(E(,V)) w &V) is 
injective by Lemma 4, we obtain 
H*H(E(,V)) = H*(,X). 
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This leads to a commutative diagram 
w%J)) C’ sx 
21 i ul, 
u 
~~*~(~(~~)} = HH”(sX). 
Thus N(S&V)) = ,X, as desired. 
(2) From SY G n H(E(,V)) it follows that Yy” is a monomorphism. 
Moreover, according to (1) just proved, E(,Y) G n ~(~(~~)), and so 
YgCyt is an isomorphism by Theorem 2. Now, after the manner of Proof 
of (l), one verifies 
H*(E(,Y)) = E(H”(,Y)). 
4. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS 
EXAMPLE 1. Each left R-module is U-distinguished if and only if RU 
is a generator of +$‘. Thus our Theorem 2 generalizes a part of Tachikawa 
[14] and Kato [3]. 
EXAMPLE 2. RR is U-distinguished if and only if U*s is faithful. Thus 
Theorems 2 and 3 generalize the results of Tachikawa [13] as well as a 
theorem of Kato {4]. 
EXAMPLE 3. If sU is projective, then each simple epimorphic image of 
R U is U-distinguished. 
EXAMPLE 4 (cf. Fuller 121). Let RU be finitely generated projective 
(U, 1 L f $1 a complete set of (nonisomorphic or not) simple epimorphic 
images of RU. Then 
%m = J+(c$ v)). 
THEOREM 4. Let R U and (U, J L E S> be as in Example 4 above. 
(1) WE(@),es UJ) is an inject&e cogmeratm of &. 
RI fv33‘~~ UJ is lower dis~inga~s~ed. 
Proof. (1) Theorem 3 combined with Example 4 yields the injectivity 
of ff(E(O,,~ u,)). The P roof will be complete if we show 
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As is well known, Yrv is an isomorphism for each .Y E +?‘, for RU is 
finitely generated projective. Thus 
by Theorem 2 together with Example 4. 
(2) follows at once from (1) and Theorem 3. 
Theorem 4 generalizes a theorem of Onodera [lo] as well as a part of 
Rutter [1 I]. 
It is of interest to compare Theorem 1 with the following 
THEOREM 5. If R is right perfect, then each i~ject~ve nodule EY gives rise 
to an i~e~~ot~t f of R such that 
Proof. Pick out orthogonal primitive idempotents fi ,..., fs of R such 
that ~~f~~Jf~ ,-.., .?fh’Jfd is a complete set of nonisomorpbic copies of 
simple submodules of RV, where J denotes the Jacobson radical of R. Let 
f = fi + ... + fn . It then follows from Example 4 that 
Thus there exists an equivalence 
according to Theorem 2 (cf. Theorem 4). 
The following example is rather trivial, but forms a striking contrast to 
Theorem 5. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let 2 denote the ring of integers. Then 
zqgl) = 0 if hom(,fi, &‘) = 0, 
%a = .zJ@ if hom(,U, &) # 0. 
Theorem 5 also generalizes a theorem of Tachikawa [13] as well as an 
example given by Kato [4]. 
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